The effects of replacing collagen fibers with carbon nanotubes on the rate of bone remodeling process.
Application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) instead of collagen fibers (CFs) in bone tissue is one of the proposed avenues for the enhancement of bone's mechanical properties. The mechanical behavior improvement caused by such a replacement is somehow guaranteed because of the superior mechanical properties of CNTs compared to those of CFs. But on the other side, bone is a very active and dynamic tissue, which is maintained through a lifelong coupled process of resorption and formation in order to reach an optimal configuration. Hence, the well accepted fact of the bone remodeling dependency on mechanical stimuli besides the differences in mechanical behavior of CNTs and CFs under loading can encourage one to hypothesize that such a replacement would cause an imbalance in the normal rate of bone remodeling process. Results of our finite element analysis indicate that the application of CNTs instead of CFs can cause a significant reduction in strain energy density, assumed here as the mechanical stimulus to initiate the bone remodeling process. Our results also show that this replacement may change the strain energy distribution within the bone. Based on a semi-mechanistic bone remodeling theory, it is speculated that this alteration in strain energy distribution in artificial bone can destabilize normal bone remodeling process, and therefore it is likely to cause some abnormalities in bone's mechanical and biological functions.